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Unlock Your Purpose and Unleash Your Potential Do you want to fulfill your life purpose? Then
it’s time to stop looking for purpose and start using the divinely placed purpose inside of you.
Your destiny is not waiting to be found, it's waiting to be released! New York Times Bestselling
author and evangelical statesman, Bishop TD Jakes, shares the key to fulfilling your purpose
and releasing your potential: Power. It all comes down to divine meetings—God’s power with
your potential. Power can be released through specific people, strategic meetings, significant
moments. Regardless of how power comes, you must learn how to prepare your potential for
the life-changing, destiny-altering collisions with supernatural power that launch you into new
levels of living. By drawing from the powerful analogy of Elijah and Elisha, Bishop Jakes shows
you how to: • Discover your purpose • Unleash your potential • Remain focused during difficult
seasons • Position yourself for destiny-defining moments • Recognize your power encounters
and seize those opportunities When your potential meets God’s power, you are on the way to
fulfilling your purpose!
A step-by-step guide to applying the wisdom of the "New York Times"-bestselling book "Let it
Go." Jakes, in this practical, easy-to-use workbook, helps process lessons in how to forgive
and be forgiven.
Let your heart be warmed as the oil of T.D. Jakes' teaching flows from your mind to your spirit.
The balm in this book will soothe all manner of traumas, tragedies, and disappointments. For
the single parent and the battered wife, for the abused girl and the insecure woman, there is a
cure for the crisis! In this soft word for the sensitive ear, there is a deep cleansing for those
inaccessible areas of the feminine heart. This book will help to fight back the infections of life.
Woman, Thou Art Loosed! will break the bands off the neck of every woman who dares to read
it!
Explaining how God can fill the void and heal the scars caused by earthly fathers, offers
women of any age the building blocks for creating healthy relationships despite past
unpleasant experiences with their fathers or the losses due to growing up in a fatherless home.
Wholeness, the sophomore book from international thought leader and pastor Touré Roberts is
about removing invisible boundaries from our lives that keep us from realizing our highest
potential. Roberts brilliantly lays forth the truth that in order to live an outer life without limits,
we have to uncover and address the inner limitations that hide in our blindspots. This lifechanging book explains that regardless of where you are in life, Wholeness will take you
higher. Wholeness will elevate your sense of fulfillment in life, produce healthier, more
rewarding relationships, and will position you for optimum success in every endeavor. Roberts
explains we can’t always choose the experiences that keep us from being whole, but we can
take control of our lives today and bring healing to any broken area. Key chapters include an indepth relationship guide titled “Two Halves Don’t Make a Whole.” “The Cracked Mirror”
shows how unprocessed experiences can negatively shape our view of self, others, and the
world around us. “Ghosts of the Past” gives powerful, practical tools for avoiding the traps of
the past and ensuring that we enter into the amazing future that God has planned for us.
Wholeness is filled with wisdom garnered from Touré’s own life—raised by a single mom,
narrowly escaping the trappings of inner city life, and finding success in corporate America. His
insight is further broadened by his role as founder of one of the most influential churches in the
nation, with over fourteen years pastoring thousands of millennials, couples, families, and a
diverse group of individuals. Wholeness will take you on a transformational journey that won’t
leave you the same. Concluding with a "Wholeness Test", Wholeness will help you track and
maintain your progress while walking out your journey to your full potential.
A best-selling motivational reference by the top-selling author of Your Best Life Now counsels
readers on how to apply seven action steps to discover individual purpose and destiny, in a
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guide complemented by biblical principles, devotions, and personal testimonies. Reprint
Communicate boldly and effectively like never before with #1 New York Times bestselling
author Bishop T.D. Jakes.? In Don't Drop the Mic, Bishop Jakes speaks to readers about
communication and how the ways we speak and interact with others can be part of our
everyday ministries. He helps readers understand: Why the way we speak and the words we
use matter How speaking well, no matter your topic or audience, improves your chances of
getting the result you want How to craft your message, whether it's a simple email or a speech
under the spotlights, to connect with listeners Why good communication is important for
building connection and community How sharing God's Word produces abundant fruit Drawing
lessons from Scripture and his own life, Jakes gives career advice for those who have or want
to grow into a speaking career, but he also provides clear direction and insight for everyone
who gives presentations, writes emails, or talks to other people in their job or home life. There
will be practical advice about how to craft insightful and meaningful communications, but the
heart of this book is really about how we can communicate more clearly to build community
and share the hope of Christ in our everyday lives. The more adept we become at using all
available resources to convey our message, the greater our impact. From lovers to litigators,
entrepreneurs to entertainers, and bloggers to board members, we all want to communicate
more effectively, intimately, and efficiently. Whether you're interviewing for a new position,
proposing a new business plan, auditioning for a performance, delivering a report for your
committee, teaching Sunday school, or sharing your heart with a loved one, this book will help.
Remember feeling a pull, sensing a divine guide that was leading you to the right place or
person? DESTINY, that inner compass, directs you to fulfillment of your highest purpose.
When you reflect on your life, you may be amazed that your greatest moments resulted from
circumstances that you did not control or initiate. You were destined! Stepping into your destiny
means fulfilling the role you were created to play in life. You thrive and find the great elixir of
contentment when you have the courage to pursue your true purpose. Life offers more when
destiny is our focus! Our divine purpose maneuvers us past challenges, pains, and shortcuts
and even what appears on the surface to be failure. On deeper reflection, we understand them
as catalysts that shift us toward authentic self-identity, greater exposure, and bold life
adventures. Whether you are just starting out, starting over, or wondering if there is greater
success than what you've already accomplished, now is the time to reset your inner compass.
Clear your path of distractions and disruptions. Correct places where you have veered off
course. Get unstuck. Embrace your God-given purpose and, with this revelatory guide from
T.D. Jakes, dare to pursue the unseen order in your life circumstances that is your DESTINY.

#1 New York Times bestselling author T.D. Jakes challenges the faithful to be more
effective in earning their livelihoods by providing a diverse range of strategies that will
turn their work life into an abundant life. While focusing on his core mission to preach
the gospel worldwide, T.D. Jakes has seen many good people not spend enough
quality time with family, friends, and God. They have gotten so swept up in the daily
grind that they have failed to live the rich life that God desires for each of His people. In
his new book, Jakes provides readers with strategies that will help them rejuvenate
their life and turn their "busyness" into a "business." All readers-not just entrepreneurswill benefit from Jakes' insightful advice so that they can use the days God has blessed
them with wisely and finish each day strong!
In his new book Before You Do, bestselling author Bishop T.D. Jakes turns his attention
from repositioning yourself for a life without limits to cultivating relationships in the best
way possible with the most important people in your life: parents, children, spouses and
others who are your most beloved and in need of your support. As one of America's
most trusted advisors, counsellors, and pastors, Jakes teaches us what to do before
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we: propose marriage; consider divorce; send our children off to school; put our elders
into assisted living situations or other treatment facilities, and so many more major
steps each of us are faced with taking at some point in life. He uses the lessons he has
learned from his own marriage and family life as well as others to encourage and
inspire people to give and receive the greatest love possible.
With Let It Go Bishop Jakes shows us how we can lead an emotionally vital and
spiritually healthy life by learning how to forgive and be forgiven. 'Our inability to forgive
past offenses robs us of joy, peace, and purpose, poisoning our souls with lethal toxins
that drain every area of our life. Just as seemingly harmless, carefree moments spent
basking in sunshine can lead to the development of a malignant melanoma, the
grudges we harbour can metastasize into a cancer on our souls, eating away at our
strength, happiness, and productivity. "If we want to experience a life filled with peace,
productivity, and power, then we must practice the art of forgiveness. In order to
practice forgiveness, we must learn new styles of conflict resolution and new forms of
anger management. Aware of God's amazing grace, we can now ask him to forgive us
as we forgive those who trespass against us. We can love others out of an awareness
of how we ourselves have been forgiven by God and loved unconditionally as his child.'
Chapter titles include: Cancer of the Soul, Offenses Do Come, Where Did This Come
From?, Silence Doesn't Mean Consent, The Power of a Pure Heart, Write It Off, Trust
Doesn't Come Easy, Recovery Rate, Uprooted, Available for What's Next, Forgiven for
Good.
Only T.D. Jakes can wash over you with wisdom that will clean away all your troubles
and trials and present you as a shining masterpiece of God s glory. With the wisdom of
Solomon, one of the bestknown and beloved pastors of our time, T.D. Jakes, shares 40
wise and personal insights to refresh and empower you to tackle life s challenges. This
interactive devotional journal immerses you into a world where God s power infuses
you with wisdom that you never thought possible. How much better to get wisdom than
gold.
This devotional not only helps dispel doubts but also strengthens your faith in God's
love and purpose for you.
Find power in your prayer like never before with this inspiring guide from #1 New York
Times bestselling author Bishop T.D. Jakes. In a time when women carry more
influence than any other generation, the power of prayer has never been more
important to remind us that we do not have to bear our crosses alone. We need prayer
to stand guard over our hearts and minds and over the hearts and minds of our
families. Women today are shattering glass ceilings and forging new paths in the world.
What Happens When a Woman Prays is a clarion call for women to continue their
progressive march of empowerment by dreaming like their daughters and praying like
their grandmothers. Through exploring the lives of 10 prayer-filled women of the Bible,
Bishop Jakes emphasizes the life-changing power that women have when they find
their identity, their strength, their healing, and their voices in Christ.
Discover Your True Purpose in Life You have been uniquely created by God… to fulfill
your divine purpose! In a day where so many people are frustrated, looking in different
places to discover their life purpose and true meaning, you have the answer. Look no
further than who you are! In Identity, TD Jakes reminds you that the key to finding your
purpose is rediscovering the person you were made to be! Learn how to: Prepare for
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destiny-defining moments that push you into new realms of supernatural living Resist
everyday enemies that distract you from finding your identity in Christ and
accomplishing your dreams See the greater picture of your purpose—your role in a plan
that is bigger than your life and will outlive you Locate your places of deposit and invest
into people, purposes and places that are instrumental in advancing your destiny Stop
searching for purpose… and begin your life-changing journey to discovering your true
identity and calling today!
The strength and power of the Holy Spirit always moves freely through those who have
no other desire than to share the word of the Lord to hungry people. And make no
mistake about it, God has much to say to His people. God has much He wants to
communicate to the world around us. There is much to learn from the Bishop T.D.
Jakes’ words, but also his method, his passion, and his love of the Lord Jesus.
Strength to Stand equips you to meet the devil’s end-time onslaught to thwart the plan
of God. In Strength to Stand, Bishop Jakes covers topics including: Who Is Your God?
In Your Darkest Hour Asking Why? God’s School of the Spirit The Cold Kiss of a
Calloused Heart Healing for Past Hurts The Only Safe Place Victorious Strength When
economic troubles, family struggles, political upheavals, and natural disasters take
center stage, you can rest assured with an inner peace that passes all understanding,
that you have the power to victoriously live through it all. God’s master plan is to carry
you to new and exciting heights of splendor, hope, and love.
This book offers clarity, healing, and restoration to a generation of men who are
confused about their God-given purpose and vision. Ideal for groups or individuals.
From faith, to family, to finance, the author of Soar! and He-Motions shares the key
foundations of a rich spiritual life and how to achieve success based on God’s plan for
each of us. Bishop T. D. Jakes, preacher, author, motivator, and entrepreneur, is one of
the most respected and influential voices in the country today. Now, in The Great
Investment, Bishop Jakes empowers readers by laying out the blueprint for balanced
successful living. He explains how the triad of faith, family, and finance is the
cornerstone of a life of moral success—success based on God’s plan. Bishop Jakes
explains that faith is the foundation of all that we want to achieve, offering support in
healing and restoration during trying times. Family is the anchor, keeping us grounded.
Finally, and no less crucial, Bishop Jakes removes the veil from the frequently
neglected topic of healthy finance, making it accessible and achievable.
David Murray writes in the Foreword: 'The minister's soul is the soul of his ministry.' I
can't remember where I first heard this saying, but I've never been able to forget it. And,
having read this book, I never want to forget it. In these pages, Jim Savastio and Brian
Croft establish the foundation of all faithful and fruitful ministry"€"the pastor's soul. But,
although their main target is the epidemic of ministerial hyper-activity and the
accompanying burnout, backsliding, and brokenness, they carefully avoid over-reacting
and running to the opposite extremes of monkish withdrawal or lazy self-indulgence.
Instead, you have a book that skillfully walks a balanced biblical path in both content
and style. It balances self and others. Yes, the pastor is all about serving others, about
sacrificing for the sake of others, about spending and being spent for others, and about
pouring out themselves to fill others. But, as many pastors have discovered to their cost
and pain, servants are finite, sacrifices eventually turn to ashes, non-stop spending
leads to bankruptcy, and pouring out without ever filling up ends in drought. This book
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reminds us that caring for self is not selfish but necessary if we are to sustain a life of
caring service to others. It's not a warrant for sloth or selfishness, but rather a call to
self-care that will lead to better other-care.
T.D. Jakes introduces readers to men of the Bible in this devotional favorite. The
readings help men realize that God created them to be free, powerful, and filled with
purpose. Each short devotional includes a reading, Scripture, and suggestion for
prayer.
T.D. Jakes, New York Times bestselling author of Reposition Yourself, Making Great
Decisions, and more than a dozen other titles, presents this book on forgiveness,
demonstrating once again why he is called “a spiritual genius,” a “master of meeting
mankind eye to eye,” and one of America’s best preachers. Jakes understands that he
and fellow Christians share spiritual truths “that transcend time and culture and reflect a
universal understanding of human nature.” The spiritual truth he explores in Let It Go
concerns forgiveness and why it is important for those on the receiving end of wrongful
behavior as well as those who commit acts of wrongdoing. “Forgiveness is a big idea
and it works best when it is invested into people who have the courage to grasp the
seven-foot-high idea of what’s best for their future rather than the four-foot-high idea of
recompense for what has happened in their past,” Jakes writes in Let It Go. This book
explores forgiveness as an idea and at the same time offers specific and clear actions
for readers who seek to apply the idea in their daily lives. Offenses are a part of life, he
says. But conflicts can be resolved and relationships do have a future, if we learn how
to forgive. No matter how great or small the injustice, Jakes shows how the matter can
be put behind you for the sake of a better tomorrow if you can Let It Go.
New York Times bestselling author T.D. Jakes explores the importance of Christ’s
death on the cross and the importance of the Holy Spirit which gives power, anoints
believers, and yields joy. In his new book From the Cross to the Pentecost, New York
Times bestselling author T.D. Jakes explores the importance of Christ’s sacrifice on
the cross and emphasizes the power of the Holy Spirit in Christians’ lives. The ultimate
result of Jesus’ death on the cross sealed the disconnect created by Adam’s fall in the
Garden of Eden and reconnected the cord between God and humanity through the
outpouring of the Holy Spirit. God’s gift of the Holy Spirit not only gives us power but
anoints us to be witnesses for Him. God has something glorious for every one of us
who believes and receives it. The relationship with the Holy Spirit empowers us to serve
with joy!
New York Times bestselling author T. D. Jakes presents the perfect gift for the
holidays: a heartwarming collection of stories and reminiscences that will bring readers
a deeper understanding of the true meaning of Christmas. At Christmas, families gather
and presents are exchanged. But the true meaning of the holiday does not come
wrapped in brightly colored paper, nor are scrumptious meals the reason for the
season. The real gift of Christmas is the birth of Jesus—and the celebration is to honor
the miracle with those we love. In Follow the Star, T. D. Jakes illuminates the meaning
of the holiday through family stories about finding the Christmas spirit during the worst
times of poverty and hardship—and of the need during the best of times to slow down
and appreciate fellowship, love, and God. With warmth and wisdom, Bishop Jakes
makes Christmas past and present come alive—and leads us to embrace fully the
magnificent miracle of the birth of Christ.
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The bestselling author of non-fiction and fiction books and film, leader of a congregation
of 30,000 members and a business empire, Bishop T.D. Jakes continues to teach and
demonstrate ways to lead a prosperous and balanced life based on faith. Reposition
Yourself teaches spiritual principles of prosperity and success. Bishop T.D. Jakes
explains from a Christian point of view how to re-evaluate and reconstruct your attitudes
about giving, sharing, and reaping the rewards of life - financial and otherwise. He
encourages readers to give themselves permission to succeed, give in a spirit of love,
practice the discipline to observe the principle of divine portion, and so much more that
will lead to prosperity and fulfilment. Grounded solidly in Biblical teachings,
RepositionYourself shows readers themselves - their character and their circumstances
- a way to apply the lessons of scripture in everyday professional and personal life.
Does any runner enter a race without training for it? Does a farmer expect a harvest
without preparing a field? Do Christians believe they can hit the mark without investing
any effort? The heart of every believer holds a desire to fulfill his destiny in God. Yet the
way to success--and beyond--is full of twists and turns and obstacles. In this book T.D.
Jakes teaches you how to unlock the inner strength to go on in God. The requirements
that he discusses prepare you for your intended purpose. The only question that
remains is, Can You Stand to be Blessed?
This book offers clarity, healing, and restoration to a generation of men -- believers and
non -- confused about their God-given purpose and vision.
Follow God's process for growth and learn how you can benefit from life's challenging
experiences with this book by bestselling inspirational author T.D. Jakes. In this
insightful book, #1 New York Times bestselling author T.D. Jakes wrestles with the ageold questions: Why do the righteous suffer? Where is God in all the injustice? In his
most personal offering yet, Bishop Jakes tells crushing stories from his own journey-the
painful experience of learning his young teenage daughter was pregnant, the agony of
watching his mother succumb to Alzheimer's, and the shock and helplessness he felt
when his son had a heart attack. Bishop Jakes wants to encourage you that God uses
difficult, crushing experiences to prepare you for unexpected blessings. If you are
faithful through suffering, you will be surprised by God's joy, comforted by His peace,
and fulfilled with His purpose. Crushing will inspire you to have hope, even in your most
difficult moments. If you trust in God and lean on Him during setbacks, He will lead you
through.
Pastor of one of the fastest-growing interracial congregations in the nation, Bishop T.D.
Jakes gives you the keys to unlock the secret code to your ultimate destiny. Through
the Holy Spirit you are capable of achieving more than you ever imagined. But the
Counselor, the Holy Spirit, whom the Father will send in my name, will teach you all
things... (John 14:26). Bishop Jakes shares practical truths about God's glory and
goodness that will carry you to new and exciting heights of splendor, hope, and love
that only the Master could design especially for you. Take the first step into the rest of
your life allow the anointing and power of the Holy Spirit to fall on you today!
From Genesis to Revelation, it is clear that the Holy Bible is, in the words of Bishop
T.D. Jakes, “The Greatest Love Story Ever Told.” It is not a book about religion, but
relationships—from the creation of a man and a woman and their intimate relationship
with God in the Garden through the tragic break in that relationship at the Fall and the
eventual restoration of that relationship through Jesus Christ and His death on the
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cross of Calvary. Let’s face it, we all have questions about relationships in life. When
you lay your head down on the pillow at night, do you find these questions about your
relationship with God running through your mind? How can I know God personally?
Can I find peace and true contentment? What is the purpose of my life? How do I know
how God wants me to live? What is prayer? Throughout our lives, we all face a long list
of questions on relationships that trouble our souls and require real answers based on
real truth. How do I forgive someone who has hurt me badly? Can I mend this broken
relationship? When my world seems to be falling apart around me, who can I trust and
in whom dare I confide? How do I know whether a person is the right one to date? Will
my marriage survive? How do I nourish my child’s heart? What do I do with my fears
about expressing my love and care to a friend? The good news is that in God’s Word
we find the answers to life’s bewildering relationship questions. We are not left to figure
it out on our own and in our own strength and power. You are invited to begin a lifelong
journey to discovering God’s words of truth for your life and relationships, and to
discovering God Himself in the words of His Book!
Tap into your God-given intuition and start achieving ultimate success with this inspiring
#1 New York Times bestseller from Bishop T.D. Jakes. If you have ever felt misaligned,
this book is for you. If you have lost the rhythm, the passion, or the thrill of living in
alignment, then keep reading. As He did with the very cells that comprise our bodies
and the dry bones that were joined together for new life, God has given us deeper
instincts to be attracted to those things that fit a higher and better purpose. Never settle
for less than God's best for your life. Some people have the courage to move beyond
the ordinary, from the methodical mediocre into the revolutionary realization of where
they belong. You can have this sense of belonging only when you connect to your core
calling. The calling to creativity, the calling to teach, to give, to build, are all part of
allowing your instinct to guide you to the "something more" that you suspect is out
there. If you are ready to break through the confines of where you are and discover
where you are meant to be, then Instinct is your key! !--EndFragment-"A novel that follows the lives of a couple whose love and commitment are tested when
their only child is kidnapped right from under them in their gated community in New
Orleans"-3-in-1 edition with "Loose That Man and Let Him Go!," "So You Call Yourself a Man?,"
and "T. D. Jakes Speaks to Men."
Don't let your past keep you from a full future. Like every girl, Sarah Jakes dreamed of a life full
of love, laughter, and happy endings. But her dreams changed dramatically when she became
pregnant at age thirteen, a reality only compounded by the fact that her father, Bishop T.D.
Jakes, was one of the most influential megachurch pastors in the nation. As a teen mom and a
high-profile preacher's kid, her road was lonely. She was shunned at school, gossiped about at
church. And a few years later, when a fairy-tale marriage ended in a spiral of hurt and
rejection, she could have let her pain dictate her future. Instead, she found herself surrounded
by a God she'd given up on, crashing headlong with Him into a destiny she'd never dreamed
of. Sarah's captivating story, unflinchingly honest and deeply vulnerable, is a vivid reminder
that God can turn even the deepest pain into His perfection. More than a memoir, Lost and
Found offers hope and encouragement. Perhaps you, like Sarah, find yourself wandering the
detours of life. Regardless of how lost you feel, you, too, can be found.
From T.D. Jakes, the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Crushing: God Turns Pressure
into Power, comes straight talk and strong spiritual guidance for men—and the women who love
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them… AS A MAN you may often feel the pressure of fulfilling many roles in life: husband,
father, son, businessman, member of the church community. Now T. D. Jakes comes to your
aid with a guidebook to help you understand your own needs for emotional and spiritual
support. He offers practical, sound answers to assist you in expressing your needs and having
them met in healthy and wholesome ways by those you love. This is a candid, no-holds-barred
look at sexuality, spirituality, and the seldom mentioned but extremely important emotions that
shape success in every area of a man’s life. Using examples from his own life, as well as from
the lives of the thousands of men he has counseled, Jakes gives detailed advice on how to
move from struggle to success, from victim to victory. AND LADIES, He-Motions is also for
you. Inspirational and refreshingly honest, this is the ultimate source for women seeking to
comprehend and care for the men in their lives. It helps you decode men’s often baffling
behavior and provides eye-opening insights for greater intimacy and healing in your
relationships. HE-MOTIONS brings clarity and hope to men and helps them strengthen their
relationships with themselves, with the women in their lives, and with their Lord. It gives
women the solutions they seek as they relate to the men they love. It is a book that will bring
you closer together…and closer to God.
What people need today when they and society at large are in social and economic distress is
great advice and spiritual support that is easy to access. 64 Lessons- informed by two of
Bishop Jakes' bestselling titles, Reposition Yourself and Making Great Decisions- is a readyreference book of advice to keep readers on course in managing their careers, relationships,
health, home and spiritual well-being. The 64 lessons explore ideas like: 1. Good choices
begin with research; 2. Quitting can be good, at the right time; 3. Begin before 'need' arises; 4.
Regret can be the begging of triumph over adversity. For instance, we've all been told that
quitters never win. But, there IS a time to quit, whether it's your job, marriage, church or
project. The biggest problem with quitting is the timing. Quitting too soon may mean that you
relinquish your dreams. Get comfortable with change. Even after you've repositioned yourself,
change is constant. You may need to quit something in order to make room for the next
season of your life. Before you quit anything, look within and determine your real motives.
Revisit the longings deep in your heart. Get a clear perspective on what you're releasing and
what your taking hold of. Examine your prior choices and consider what you've 'quit' in the
past. This honest self-examination will prepare you for a new beginning.
A latest release by the NAACP Image Award-winning author of Reposition Yourself shares
uplifting advice about the virtues of forgiveness, offering strategic and biblically based advice
on how to achieve peace and personal fulfillment by letting go of past wrongs.
How often have you cried out to God, Why? Why is justice perverted? Why don't people
understand me? Why do the unjust prosper? The answer: Because you are anointed! Bestselling author T.D. Jakes writes, I used to have the wrong notion that when you are really
anointed, you no longer have problems or rough times. But you show me anybody who's really
Holy Ghost, knee-jerking, tongue-talking, casting-out-demons, laying-hands-on-the-sick,
miracle-working, world-changing, mind-transforming, mind-boggling, head-straightening
anointed, and I'll show you somebody who cried in the middle of the night and suffered all night
long, wondering where is God. But, my friends, I have to confess that through it all I have
learned to trust in Jesus. Through it all, I've learned to trust in God. Bishop T.D. Jakes
continually ministers hope and healing to hurting people worldwide. Allow his message of
anointing, based on Scripture and personal experiences, to wash over you with peace and
quiet your questioning mind. Why? Because you re anointed!
Popular speaker and author Sarah Jakes Roberts shows women they are not disqualified by
their pain and failures and offers encouragement and strength to believe God’s best is still
possible. Everyone has experiences in their lives that stop them in their tracks and become
burdens they carry with them everywhere they go. No one knows this better than Sarah Jakes
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Roberts. Pregnant at fourteen, married by nineteen, divorced by twenty-two, and all while
under the intense spotlight of being Bishop T.D. Jakes’s daughter, Sarah knows what it is to
feel buried by failure and aching pain. But when her journey brought her to faith’s fork in the
road, Sarah found she had to choose between staying in the comfort of the pain she knew or
daring to make new wounds and move forward. Now Sarah shares the numerous life lessons
she’s learned along the way with other women also struggling to believe they’re not
disqualified by their pain and past mistakes. She delves into topics such as allowing the past to
empower the present, choosing to step forward while still being afraid, facing struggles
surrounded by community, finding intimacy with God outside preconceived notions of what it
has to look like, and learning to focus on others. With deeply personal stories of her own,
Sarah helps readers find their way to the right perspective and the confidence to walk toward
the best God has for them.
New York Times bestselling author T.D. Jakes explains the tools that we need to
know—whether we’re single and looking to have a committed relationship or already
married—before taking the next big step. The star of BET’s Mind, Body & Soul, and featured
guest speaker on Oprah’s Lifeclass, Potter’s House pastor, T.D. Jakes turns his attention to
the topic of relationships, guiding you on the right track to making decisions you will benefit
from for the rest of your life. In the vein of Joel Osteen’s Become a Better You and Dr. Phil’s
Life Strategies, the New York Times bestselling Making Great Decisions gives you the
psychological and practical tools you need to reflect, discern, and decide the next step toward
strong relationships in your life. “Remember,” writes T.D. Jakes, “your tomorrow is no better
than the decisions you make today.” “My promise is that if you read this book, you will be
equipped, you will know all you need to know about making foolproof relational decisions,”
writes T.D. Jakes. Choosing the right partner, at home or at work, is one of the most
consequential decisions we’ll ever make. How can we be sure that we’re choosing wisely?
How do we know if we’re doing the right thing when we change careers? By breaking our
decisions down into their five crucial components: -Research: gathering information
-Roadwork: removing obstacles -Rewards: listing choices and visualizing consequences
-Revelation: narrowing your options and making your selection -Rearview: looking back and
adjusting as necessary to stay on course Clear-sighted, realistic, and spiritually uplifting,
Making Great Decisions is one of those rare books that can change lives.
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